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Quantum mechanics allows only certain sets of experimental results (or “probabilistic models”) for Bell-type
quantum nonlocality experiments. A derivation of this set from simple physical or information theoretic principles
would represent an important step forward in our understanding of quantum mechanics, and this problem has
been intensely investigated in recent years. “Macroscopic locality,” which requires the recovery of locality in the
limit of large numbers of trials, is one of several principles discussed in the literature that place a bound on the set
of quantum probabilistic models. A similar question can also be asked about probabilistic models for the more
general class of quantum contextuality experiments. Here, we extend the macroscopic locality principle to this
more general setting, using the hypergraph approach of Acı́n, Fritz, Leverrier, and Sainz [Comm. Math. Phys.
334(2), 533–628 (2015)], which provides a framework to study both phenomena of nonlocality and contextuality
in a unified manner. We find that the set of probabilistic models allowed by our macroscopic noncontextuality
principle is equivalent to an important and previously studied set in this formalism, which is slightly larger than
the quantum set. In the particular case of Bell scenarios, this set is equivalent to the set of “almost-quantum”
models, which is of particular interest since the latter was recently shown to satisfy all but one of the principles
that have been proposed to bound quantum probabilistic models, without being implied by any of them (or even
their conjunction). Our condition is the first characterization of the almost-quantum set from a simple physical
principle.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.91.042114 PACS number(s): 03.65.Ud, 03.67.−a

I. INTRODUCTION

Nonlocality [1] and contextuality [2–8] are arguably the
two phenomena that most starkly reveal the difference between
quantum and classical mechanics [3,9,10]. With regard to the
first of these, Bell showed that quantum mechanics makes
predictions for the strength of correlations between spacelike
separated measurements that are incompatible with Bell’s
local causality condition, a seemingly natural formalization
of the idea that there is no superluminal causal influence [1].
For the second, the Kochen-Specker theorem [2] states that
quantum mechanics is incompatible with the assumption that
measurement outcomes are determined by physical properties
that do not depend on the measurement context. Quantum
theory successfully explains both phenomena, but it predicts
that only some sets of experimental probabilities for nonlo-
cality and contextuality experiments can be attained, and it
remains an open challenge to characterize this set of physically
attainable results with simple, natural physical or information-
theoretic principles. The search for this deeper understanding
of quantum nonlocality and contextuality is motivated by
the possibility of reformulating and/or generalizing quantum
theory (e.g., for the purposes of formulating a theory of
quantum gravity) as well as finding new ways to prove results
in quantum information theory directly from simple principles,
without having to invoke the whole structure of quantum
theory.

The principle that there are no superluminal signals is not
enough to characterize quantum correlations for nonlocality
experiments in this sense [11,12]. Hence, stronger principles
are needed. Some proposals are nontrivial communication
complexity [13], information causality (IC) [14], local orthog-
onality [15], and macroscopic locality [16]. In this work we
focus on the macroscopic locality (ML) principle. Essentially

ML states that, for a certain macroscopic extension of a
Bell experiment, Bell’s local causality will hold, or in other
words quantum nonlocality will no longer be detectable in this
macroscopic limit.

The problem of characterizing quantum correlations in Bell
scenarios from basic principles is, however, far from being
solved. All the principles proposed so far, except IC, have been
shown to be satisfied by some supraquantum correlations (and
the same is suspected to be true of IC) [17]. Indeed, there exists
a set of correlations called “almost quantum” that is slightly
larger than the quantum set and yet satisfies these principles,
presenting a curious barrier to a full characterization of the
quantum set [17]. However, even a characterization of the
almost-quantum set from basic principles is still missing.

Moving on to contextuality scenarios, the problem of
characterizing quantum models from basic principles has
not been so intensely studied. The “almost-quantum” set of
nonlocal correlations generalizes in this case to a set calledQ1,
which is strictly larger than the quantum set. The most relevant
proposals to describe the latter are the Exclusivity principle
[18] and Consistent Exclusivity (CE), which (when defined
as in definition 7.1.1 of [19]) impose the same constraints
(compare CE to the definition of the E principle in, e.g., [18]).
This E/CE principle has been applied in many different ways
to contextuality scenarios [18–20], but they were never strong
enough to single out quantum models in the sense of [19].
Moreover, several of the most powerful results rely on auxiliary
assumptions, some more simple and physically compelling
than others. For instance, when assuming both CE and that
all quantum models are inside the physically allowed set of
models, it can be shown that all models violatingQ1 are outside
the physically allowed set of models [19,20].

In this work we propose a generalization of ML to
arbitrary contextuality scenarios, which we call macroscopic
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noncontextuality (MNC). We use the hypergraph approach to
nonlocality and contextuality developed in [19] to represent
such scenarios, which we briefly review below. We find that
MNC characterizes the particular set Q1 of probabilistic mod-
els, which includes supraquantum models. For Bell scenarios,
this strengthens the original ML principle, because the set Q1

is equivalent to the set of almost-quantum correlations [17]
in that case. Thus, we provide the first characterization of
almost-quantum correlations from basic physical principles.

In Sec. II below, the hypergraph approach to contextuality
is reviewed and the relevant sets of probabilistic models
(quantum, Q1, and noncontextual) are defined. In Sec. III
macroscopic noncontextuality is defined in analogy to macro-
scopic locality, and shown to be equivalent toQ1. A discussion
of the physical motivation of the principle and some other
details follow in Sec. IV.

II. CONTEXTUALITY SCENARIOS

In this paper we represent general contextuality scenarios,
including Bell scenarios, as in the hypergraph approach to
contextuality of [19]. This section provides a brief review
of the notation as well as the sets of correlations which are
relevant for our result. For more details on the formalism, the
reader can consult [19].

A contextuality scenario [19] is defined as a hypergraph
H = (V,E) whose vertices v ∈ V correspond to the events in
the scenario. Each event represents an outcome obtained from
a device after it receives some input or “measurement choice.”
The hyperedges e ∈ E are sets of events representing all the
possible outcomes given a particular measurement choice. The
hypergraph approach assumes that every such measurement set
is complete, in the sense that if the measurement corresponding
to e is performed, exactly one of the outcomes corresponding
to v ∈ e is obtained. Note that measurement sets may have
nontrivial intersection; when an event appears in more than
one hyperedge, this represents the idea that the two different
operational outcomes should be thought of as equivalent, in a
sense that will be specified further below.

A probabilistic model on a contextuality scenario is an
assignment of a number to each of the events, p : V →
[0,1], which denotes the probability with which that event
occurs when a measurement e � v is performed. By defining
probabilistic models in this way [rather than by a function
pe(v) depending on the measurement e performed], we are
assuming that in the set of experimental protocols that we
are interested in, the probability for a given outcome is
independent of the measurement that is performed.1 Because

1In standard discussions of quantum contextuality, “the set of
experimental protocols that we are interested in” means carrying
out a fixed set of measurements on a quantum system. In this case,
two outcomes always have the same probabilities if they correspond
to the same measurement operator acting on the same Hilbert space.
When discussing contextuality more generally, it is often (explicitly
or implicitly) assumed that some naturally defined set of experiments
will still be available, with respect to which outcomes can be identified
in a similar way; in some cases this can be justified by appeal to
general principles, especially the lack of signaling between parties.

the measurements are complete, every probabilistic model p

over the contextuality scenario H satisfies the normalization
condition

∑
v∈e p(v) = 1 for every e ∈ E.

Bell scenarios (see Appendix B) are naturally incorporated
in the hypergraph approach as a type of product of several
contextuality scenarios, one for each local party. Specifically,
in an (n,m,d) Bell scenario the “global” events v ∈ V can
be associated with a list of “local” outcomes for each party:
v = (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn). The hyperedge set E, however, does
not have such a simple representation: It includes simultaneous
measurements as well as correlated measurements, also
denoted as branching measurements [21] or one-way LOCC
measurements [22] (see Appendix B for a fuller explanation).

In what follows we revisit the definitions of classical,
quantum, and Q1 probabilistic models. For other interesting
sets of models we refer the reader to [19].

Definition 1. Quantum models ([19], 5.1.1)
Let H be a contextuality scenario. An assignment of

probabilities p : V (H ) → [0,1] is a quantum model if there
exist a Hilbert space H, a quantum state ρ ∈ B+,1(H), and a
projection operator Pv ∈ B(H) associated with every v ∈ V

which constitute projective measurements in the sense that∑
v∈e

Pv = 1H ∀e ∈ E(H ), (1)

and reproduce the given probabilities,

p(v) = tr (ρPv) ∀v ∈ V (H ). (2)

The set of all quantum models is the quantum set Q(H ).
Later some comments will be made on the meaning and

consequences of generalizing this definition to POVMs.
Acı́n, Fritz, Leverrier, and Sainz [19] prove that, in the case

of Bell scenarios, Definition 1 accords with the usual definition
of quantum correlations (see Definition 8 in Appendix B),
meaning that each global measurement represented by the
projectors {Pv}v∈e can consistently be expressed as a product
of local projectors, one for each party, such that the projectors
for different parties commute (and sum up to the identity).
For instance, in the bipartite case Pab|xy = Pa|xPb|y , where
[Pa|x,Pb|y] = 0 for all a,b,x,y and

∑
a Pa|x = 1H (similarly∑

b Pb|y = 1H).
The following set of correlations will be important in the

following argument.
Definition 2. Q1 models ([19], 6.1.2)
Let H be a contextuality scenario. An assignment of

probabilities p : V (H ) → [0,1] is a Q1 model if there exists
a “Q1 certificate”: a p.s.d. matrix ranging over all v ∈ V (H ),
and a special column labeled 1, such that for all e ∈ E(H ),

(1)
∑

u∈e Muv = M1v and
∑

v M1v = M11;
(2) (u,v ∈ e and u �= v) ⇒ Muv = 0;
(3) Mvv = p(v).
The set of all these models is denoted Q1(H ).
This set Q1 arises in [19] as the first level of a hierarchy of

relaxations that converges to the quantum set. In addition, it is
shown in Corollary 6.4.2 of [19] that when the contextuality
scenario is a Bell scenario, the set Q1 coincides with the
almost-quantum set of correlations [17].

An equivalent characterization of Q1 models is useful in
the main proof of Sec. III.

042114-2
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Lemma 3. Given a scenario H , a matrix M is aQ1 certificate
for a given behavior P iff it is a p.s.d. matrix ranging over all
v ∈ V (H ), and a special column labeled 1, such that

(1)
∑

u∈e Muv = P (v) for all u ∈ V (H );
(2) (u,v ∈ e and u �= v) ⇒ Muv = 0;
(3) Mvv = P (v);
(4) M1v = P (v) and M11 = 1.
Proof. Condition (2) of Definition 2 is equivalent to (2) of

Lemma 3, and condition (3) of Definition 2 to (3) of Lemma
3. Conditions (1), (2), and (3) of Definition 2 easily imply (4)
of Lemma 3. Assuming (4) of Definition 2, (1) of Definition 2
is equivalent to (1) of Lemma 3.

Finally, classical probabilistic models are defined as fol-
lows.

Definition 4. Classical models ([19], 4.1.1)
Let H be a contextuality scenario. An assignment of

probabilities p : V (H ) → [0,1] is a classical model if it can
be written as

p(v) =
∑

λ

qλpλ(v), (3)

where the weights qλ satisfy
∑

λ qλ = 1, and pλ are determin-
istic probabilistic models, that is, normalized models such that
pλ(v) = {0,1} ∀ v, λ.

The set of all these models is denoted C(H ).
Expressed in this language, the most famous result in this

field, the Kochen-Specker theorem [2], is that there exist
scenarios that admit quantum models but no classical models,
implying that there exist scenarios H such that set C(H ) �

Q(H ). This phenomenon is referred to as contextuality, and
the set of classical models is also referred to as the set of
noncontextual models.

Besides Bell scenarios, another special kind of scenario
will be of particular relevance below when we come to
discuss macroscopic versions of microscopic scenarios. They
are sometimes called “marginal scenarios” [23] or “joint
measurement scenarios.” Here, we imagine some list of
constituent experiments labeled m ∈ X = {1,...,k}, each with
an outcome in the set O = {1,...,d}. Some subsets of the
constituent experiments are “jointly measurable,”2 and these
subsets of X are collected in the set M ⊂ 2X (2X is the set of
all subsets of X). For each C ∈ M, experimental probabilities
are then assigned to each specification of a value for each of
the constituent measurements: Pex

C ({am}m∈C) where am ∈ O.
Marginal scenarios can be represented in the hypergraph
approach to contextuality, as explained in Appendix A. As
is also explained in that appendix, for this type of scenario
the definition of classical models given above can be rewritten
with (3) becoming

Pex
C ({am}m∈C) =

∑
m∈X\C

PNC({am}m∈X), (4)

where Pex
C ({am}m∈C) is the experimental probability of ob-

taining outcomes {am}m∈C given that the joint measurement
C was performed, and where \ is set difference. In this form,

2In other words, there exists a physically implementable protocol
to measure them at the same time.

the following interpretation of noncontextuality for marginal
scenarios is brought out: The probabilities are such that the
results of the constituent experiments are consistent with an
outcome for every observable having been predetermined
before the measurement is performed, and the experiment
“merely revealing” the results for the ones that are measured. It
should be noted that unlike the most general scenarios that can
be represented in the hypergraph approach, all the (nonempty)
joint measurement scenarios have a nonempty set of classical
models.

III. MACROSCOPIC NONCONTEXTUALITY

In [16] Navascués and Wunderlich identify an interesting
property of quantum correlations which they termed macro-
scopic locality (ML), and proposed that this be thought of
as a simple physical principle to bound the set of correla-
tions. Essentially, macroscopic locality requires that a certain
“macroscopic limit” of a Bell-type experiment has a local
explanation in the sense of Bell. In [16] the principle was
applied to bipartite Bell scenarios, and shown to be equivalent
to the first level of the NPA hierarchy [24,25]. Hence, the set
of correlations which satisfies the principle is strictly larger
than the set of quantum correlations. In this section we extend
this kind of reasoning to general contextuality scenarios in the
hypergraph approach, including multipartite Bell scenarios as
special cases, as described above. We prove that the set of
probabilistic models satisfying this principle is, again, strictly
larger that the quantum set Q, but that it is stronger than
Navascues and Wunderlich’s ML when specialized to Bell
scenarios.

Consider a physical system s and a set of measurements E,
from which we choose one to perform on s. As reviewed above,
in the hypergraph approach to contextuality such a scenario is
represented by a hypergraph H = (V,E); the (normalized)
probability p(v) of obtaining an outcome v ∈ V given that a
measurement e � v is performed, for all outcomes, defines
a probabilistic model on H . An experiment of this type
is depicted in Fig. 1, and we refer to it as a microscopic
experiment. Now we want to define a macroscopic version
of such an experiment, which we call its “macroscopic exten-
sion.” Suppose now that the source produces N independent
copies of this system s, and that these N systems reach the
measurement device (see Fig. 2). Now we assume that we are
no longer able to distinguish individual outcomes, but only

D1

D2

D|e|
M

S

s

FIG. 1. Microscopic experiment. A source S prepares a system
s, which is sent to the measurement device M. There, an interaction
between the measurement apparatus and the system sends the system
towards one of a set of detectors, where its presence can be observed
as a “detector click.” The clicking of detector Dk corresponds to
obtaining outcome k.
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D1

D2

D|e|
M

S

s1

sN

FIG. 2. Macroscopic experiment. A source S prepares N inde-
pendent copies of a system s, which are sent to the measurement
device M. There, for each system (and independently for each
system), an interaction between the measurement apparatus and the
system sends the system towards one of a set of detectors. However,
in this case, rather than a single click, there is a distribution of
“clicks” over the detectors according to the probabilities for each
outcome in the microscopic experiment. Hence, the “output” of this
macroscopic experiment is the collection of intensities I v

e registered
at the detectors.

the fraction of instances (or “intensity”) of each outcome
v given a measurement e. The experimental results for a
particular measurement in the macroscopic experiment are
thus described by a probability distribution Pe({I v}v∈e) where
I v denotes the intensity for outcome v. This can be described
as a joint measurement scenario in which the constituent
experiments are the measurements of the intensity I v for
each v.3 The probabilities for the macroscopic extension are
determined by the microscopic probabilistic model p(v), in a
way that we will make explicit below.

Generalizing ML [16], our principle will be that in the
limit of large N there exists a noncontextual model for this
experiment: The probabilities are such that the intensities for
all of the outputs v could have been predetermined before
the measurement is performed, and the experiment “merely
reveals” the intensities that are measured.

Definition 5. Macroscopic Noncontextuality (MNC)
The probabilistic model p(v) obeys macroscopic noncon-

textuality if, in the limit N → ∞, there exists a probability
distribution PNC over a set of intensities {I v}v∈V (H ), such that
the experimental probabilities for the macroscopic extension
of p(v), Pe({I v}v∈e), can be obtained as marginals from PNC:

Pe({I v}v∈e) =
∫ ⎛

⎝ ∏
v∈V (H )\e

dI v

⎞
⎠ PNC({I v}v∈V (H )), (5)

where \ is set difference.
Equation (5) is the analog of Eq. (4) for the macroscopic

experiment. Note that no matter what the scenario H is for
the microscopic experiment (at least as long as it supports
any probabilistic models at all), this condition can always
be satisfied by some probability distributions. The original
H may even constitute a proof of Kochen-Specker, but the
corresponding macroscopic experiment is always represented
by a marginal scenario, which is never of that type.

3Although here we must allow continuous values for the intensities,
the generalization does not change anything important for our
purposes.

We will now investigate how to characterize the set of
probabilistic models p(v) that satisfy MNC. It is useful to
discuss this question in terms of random variables. In general,
the results of the macroscopic experiment are described by
the probability distributions Pe({I v}v∈e). With a slight abuse
of notation, we denote by I v

e the random variable associated
with variable I v in the distribution Pe. This is done because
the random variables derived from different distributions are
distinct, and those corresponding to the same outcome would
share the same symbol without the added subscript. Note that
the random variables Iu

e and I v
f for e �= f are defined from

different distributions and so it is meaningless to ask about
correlations between them.

A macroscopic experiment is defined from N “runs” of
the microscopic experiment. Similarly to [16], define dv

i e as
a random variable that is 1 if v is obtained in the ith run
of experiment e and 0 otherwise. The intensity of outcome v

given measurement e, I v
e , is then proportional to

∑N
i=1 dv

i e, and
its deviation from the mean value is expressed as

Ī v
e =

N∑
i=1

d̄v
i e√
N

=
N∑

i=1

dv
i e − p(v)√

N
, (6)

where the normalization has been chosen to be
√

N for reasons
that will hopefully become clear below.

There are some constraints on the random variables Ī v
e that

follow from the consistency of the probabilistic model for the
microscopic experiment. The first simply comes from the fact
that the sum of the number of hits for all outcomes over all
runs must be N, so that∑

v∈e

Ī v
e = 0 ∀ e. (7)

The second only holds in the limit. The central limit theorem
[26] implies that, when N → ∞, the probability distribution
over the intensity fluctuations for each experiment converges to
a multivariate Gaussian distribution. In this case the covariance
matrix γ e for the experiment e will be given by the following,
defined for all u,v ∈ e,

γ e
uv = 〈

Ī u
e Ī v

e

〉 = 〈
d̄u

1 ed̄
v
1 e

〉 = δuvp(v) − p(u)p(v). (8)

Note that the value of γ e
uv is the same for fixed u and v, for any

value of e. This is because the marginal distributionPex
e (Iu,I v)

for some measurement containing u,v as outcomes is the same
no matter what e is (this in turn follows from the consistency
of the probabilistic model for the microscopic experiment and
the definition of the intensities).

So far these observations hold in general (i.e., without any
constraint being placed on the microscopic model beyond
consistency). Now, if MNC holds, then in the limit N →
∞ there exists a joint probability distribution over the set
of intensities for all outcomes, such that the experimental
distributions can be recovered as marginals as in (5). In
terms of random variables we can now define I v , without
any subscript denoting a measurement, from PNC({I v}v∈V (H )).
These I v are all derived from the same distribution and so
MNC implies that there must exist a bigger matrix γuv defined
for all u,v ∈ V (H ) that has the properties of a covariance
matrix for this probability distribution; in particular it is a
positive semidefinite matrix. Furthermore, from (5) this γuv
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must reduce to (8) when u,v are restricted to e. A further
constraint on γuv implied by (5) and (7) is that, even for u not
in the same measurement as v,

∑
u∈e

γuv =
〈(∑

u∈e

Ī u

)
Ī v

〉
= 0. (9)

Hence, the microscopic probabilistic models which are con-
sistent with MNC may be characterised as follows.

Definition 6. A probabilistic model p on scenario H is
macroscopically noncontextual if there exists a “macroscopic
noncontextuality certificate”: a p.s.d. matrix γ ranging over all
v ∈ V (H ) such that

(1)
∑

u∈e γuv = 0;
(2) (u,v ∈ e and u �= v) ⇒ γuv = −p(u)p(v);
(3) γvv = p(v) − p(v)2.
Our main result is that these microscopic probabilistic

models are equivalent to the Q1 set in the hierarchy of
probabilistic models defined in the hypergraph approach [19].

Theorem 7. A behavior is macroscopically noncontextual
iff it is in Q1.

Proof. The proof is very similar to the one in [16] for
ML. From Schur’s theorem [27], because M11 = 1 > 0, the
positivity of M is equivalent to the positivity of γuv = Muv −
M1vM1u = Muv − p(u)p(v).

With this definition, it is easy to check that (3.1) is
equivalent to

∑
u∈e γuv = 0, (3.2) is equivalent to (u,v ∈

e and u �= v) ⇒ γuv = −p(u)p(v), and (3.3) is equivalent to
γuv = p(v) − p(u)p(v). Given the probabilistic model, the
values of M1v and M11 are determined. Thus one can derive
a macroscopic noncontextuality certificate γ given that there
exists a Q1 certificate, and vice versa.

Since quantum models are included within the Q1 set [19],
quantum theory satisfies MNC for any contextuality scenario.

IV. DISCUSSION

In the particular case of Bell scenarios, the set Q1 is
equivalent to the set of almost-quantum correlations (see
[19] theorem 6.4.1, and similarly, [17] lemma 3). Hence,
while the original version of ML allows a strictly larger
set of correlations than the almost-quantum set [17], when
Bell scenarios are defined as in the hypergraph approach a
stronger version of the principle arises, which allows exactly
the almost-quantum correlations. This is the first time that a
simple physical principle has been shown to limit correlations
to the almost-quantum set.4

The essential differences that lead to this strengthening
are the consideration of global outcomes rather than local

4In [21] the set SPJQMb is shown to be equivalent to the almost-
quantum set. However, in [21] the motivation is slightly different,
looking for a natural and useful generalization of quantum mechanics,
rather than a derivation of properties of QM from principles of the type
discussed in the present work. It is difficult to call SPJQMb a simple
physical principle in itself, since in [21] the positive-semidefiniteness
is “added by hand” rather than derived. Nonetheless, it is suggestive
and intriguing for both programs that the same set of correlations has
been arrived at from these different starting points.

ones, and the inclusion of the correlated measurements in the
definition. However, the gedanken experiment used above
to motivate MNC was not of the form of a physical Bell
experiment and so some care is needed here when it comes
to the motivation for applying the condition. These issues
are discussed in detail in Appendix B. The question of how
to motivate correlated measurements in general nonlocality
scenarios, however, goes beyond the scope of this manuscript
and is deferred to future work [28].

This situation is somewhat similar to the difference between
the sets SPJQM and SPJQMb in the histories approach to
quantum nonlocality [21]. There, including correlated (or
“branching”) measurements allowed the authors to recover
almost-quantum correlations from a condition that otherwise
has only been shown to imply the first level of the NPA
hierarchy [24,25]. Also, the almost-quantum set is much
more naturally defined on the hypergraph approach version
of Bell scenarios than the first NPA set, while the latter is
the more natural condition when correlated measurements
are not considered, and instead it is directly imposed that
all mathematical objects associated with local outcomes
are independent of the distant measurement settings. This
suggests that, in order to characterize the almost-quantum
set, it is necessary to bring in considerations of correlated
measurements (although it is of course possible that a different
way to motivate the same strengthening may be found).

A wiring is a classical operation by which a new probabilis-
tic model p is constructed from a set of models {p1, . . . ,pr}.
For example, in a tripartite Bell scenario a wiring may consist
of Alice communicating her outcome a to Bob, who uses
this outcome as his choice of measurement and obtains an
outcome b. One can then define a new probabilistic model
p from the original tripartite one upon identifying Alice and
Bob with a new joint party with joint measurement choice
x and joint outcome b. This type of classical operation can
increase the violation of a Bell inequality [29]. However, there
is very strong motivation to assume that the set of probabilistic
models that arises within a physical theory is closed under
these classical operations [29]. This is indeed the case for the
set of MNC probabilistic models. When considering a general
contextuality scenario the possible classical operations include
choosing one measurement from many via a probability
distribution, or in considering many devices (i.e., systems)
“in parallel” as one larger device. In this regard, it is shown
in [19] that the set Q1 is both convex and closed under tensor
products. However, for the particular case of Bell scenarios
there exists a larger set of classical operations one could
consider. This is studied in [17], where it is proven that the set
of almost-quantum correlations is closed under postselection,
grouping of parties, and composition. Hence, whenever a
collection of microscopic probabilistic models satisfies MNC,
the result of any such wiring operation among them will satisfy
the principle as well.

Another question that is suggested by the above result is
how far the principle can be pushed. One could argue that the
most general measurement in quantum mechanics is given by a
POVM, and so Definition 1 should be generalized, substituting
positive operators for projectors. Will the MNC principle still
be true for all “quantum correlations” when we allow this?
And if the principle fails in these cases, should that not cast
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doubt on the claim that the principle is a physically reasonable
restriction, undermining the motivations discussed above?

In fact the principle does fail in this case, but our view is
that this only highlights how problematic it is to generalize
Definition 1 to POVMs. Indeed, one can take any general
probabilistic model p(v) on the contextuality scenario H (that
is, any model that satisfies the normalization constraints),
and define the positive operators P (v) := p(v) 1, where 1 is
the identity on H. These operators will always satisfy the
conditions of Definition 1 generalized to POVMs. Since p(v)
can be any probabilistic model, if we allow general POVMs
rather than projective measurements then no principle that
places a nontrivial restriction on correlations will be respected.
Thus, this kind of “quantum model” is clearly pathological.
Furthermore, there is nothing special to quantum theory about
this: One could apply a very analogous generalization to
classical models with similar results. In this case, the analog
of POVMs would be to incorporate classical randomness
(“noise”) into the measurements. But this would allow the un-
mysterious form of contextuality in which identified outcomes
do not in fact correspond to the same property of the system
in any meaningful sense. As already noted by Spekkens et al.
[9,30], the relation of POVMs to contextuality demands more
careful consideration (see also [31] for further considerations
along these lines).

Finally, a note on the meaning of the N → ∞ limit being
used here is in order. We have assumed that (a) we cannot look
for correlations between individual runs on the experiment
but only between the proportions of outcomes over all runs,
and (b) that at large N the experimenter has the ability to
resolve the fluctuations described by the CLT but not the
deviations from this due to the finiteness of N . In effect
the experimenter must have a resolution that can pick out
fluctuations of order

√
N . This is stronger than the resolution

necessary to measure the mean values of the intensities but
weaker than would be necessary to resolve the microscopic
structure in the stronger sense of seeing finite N effects. It
is very intriguing that quantum mechanics turns out to be
noncontextual in this natural limit.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have proposed a strengthening of macro-
scopic locality, called macroscopic noncontextuality, as a new
principle to bound quantum models on general contextuality
scenarios. We have used the hypergraph approach to nonlocal-
ity and contextuality to represent such scenarios, and proven
that our principle is equivalent to the first level (Q1) in the
hierarchy of probabilistic models defined in the hypergraph
approach.

In the hypergraph approach representation of Bell scenar-
ios, the Q1 set corresponds to almost-quantum correlations,
hence our approach provides a natural characterization of this
set. The inclusion of one-way LOCC measurements as feasible
actions in a Bell scenario seems to be the key ingredient
that allows the strengthening of the original ML principle.
One-way LOCC measurements are important in information
theoretic tasks, such as local distinguishability of quantum
states [32]. Some questions remain open surrounding the
physical motivation for considering this type of correlated

measurement in nonlocality and contextuality scenarios, which
will be deferred to future work [28].

There are related programs which also treat the problem
of characterizing the set Q1. The exclusivity principle char-
acterizes Q1 when it is assumed in addition that quantum
models are all included in the physically allowed set of
models (the inclusion of this assumption defines extended
consistent exclusivity (ECE) in the nomenclature of the
hypergraph approach [19]). One of the main differences
between this approach and ours is that our approach does not
need the extra assumption. The other main difference involves
the application of the principle to Bell scenarios. To derive
the bound from the ECE principle for a Bell scenario, it
is necessary to assume that some non-Bell scenarios can be
realized and must also obey the same set of assumptions; the
proof does not go through if considerations are restricted to
nonlocality scenarios alone. In contrast, the derivation of the
Q1 bound from MNC for a particular scenario involves no
considerations of other scenarios at all. Thus, MNC may be
used as a principle to characterize correlations in Bell scenarios
solely, and successfully recovers the almost-quantum set.

In view of the fact that the almost-quantum set satisfies (or
at least has not been shown to violate) all of the principles
proposed so far [17], the most important outstanding question
is how to formulate a principle that gets closer to quantum
models. In the present work, similarly to the original ML
paper [16], we focus on experiments where only one of many
possible measurements is performed on the system. However,
another physically relevant experiment could be defined by
applying sequences of measurements. The formulation of an
MNC-like principle for such experimental scenarios is an
open problem, whose solution we believe may shed light on
the important question of how to distinguish quantum from
almost-quantum correlations from basic natural principles.

A short discussion on the almost-quantum set is still in
order. Even though there exist several mathematical characteri-
zations of this set, the relation of the almost-quantum behaviors
to physical theories is still unclear and deserving of further
research. For instance, no toy theory is available that produces
this set of behaviors. It is also not yet known how to express
in a physical form a simple property of quantum mechanics
that rules out the supraquantum almost-quantum correlations.
We believe that the understanding of these open problems will
shed light on the characterization of quantum theory.
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APPENDIX A: MARGINAL SCENARIOS AND
NONCONTEXTUALITY IN THE HYPERGRAPH

APPROACH

There are special kinds of scenarios called “marginal
scenarios” (or “joint measurement scenarios”) which often
appear in discussions of contextuality. These are the central
structure of an alternative formalism for contextuality called
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the “observable-based” approach [23], which can be shown
to be essentially equivalent to the hypergraph approach in
the sense that one can be derived from the other (although
additional constraints must be added to the observable-based
formalism to recover the hypergraph-based formalism). These
joint measurement scenarios appear in the main argument of
this paper as the representation of macroscopic experiments.

In Appendix D of [19] the relationship between the joint
measurement scenarios and the hypergraph approach to con-
textuality is explained. In this appendix, we briefly reprise the
relevant points made there, and make explicit the relationship
between classical noncontextual models in the hypergraph
approach and the natural condition for noncontextuality that
we apply to marginal scenarios in the main text. Here we will
use a slightly less abstract notation than that in Appendix D of
[19], but otherwise the terminology will be the same.

Consider some list of constituent or “basic” experiments,
which we will call “observables,” labeled m ∈ X = {1,...,k},
each of which has outcomes in the set O = {1,...,d} (here
we have assumed that all observables are valued in the same
set). Some subsets of the constituent experiments are “jointly
measurable” and these subsets of X are collected in the set
of “measurement contexts” M ⊂ 2X. Here we will only be
interested in “maximal” measurement contexts which cannot
be extended by adding more observables, and so we assume
that, for any C,C ′ ∈ M, if C ⊆ C ′ then C = C ′. We also
assume that for every m ∈ X there exists a C ∈ M that
contains it. As is common practice in such cases we represent
the marginal scenario defined by (X,M,O) just by X when
the context makes it clear what is meant.

Some auxiliary definitions are necessary before we can
define a hypergraph approach scenario H [X] that is equivalent
to this. In the hypergraph approach each event v ∈ V (H )
represents a full (“global”) specification of the experimental
outcome. Here, given a set of jointly measurable observables
C ∈ M a possible outcome is specified by {am}m∈C where
am ∈ O. These outcomes have to be distinguished for every
C ∈ M, and therefore we set

V (H [X]) := {(C,{am}m∈C) : C ∈ M,{am}m∈C ∈ OC}.
(A1)

That is, we have a disjoint set of “global” outcomes for
every (maximal) measurement context. The definition of the
measurement set E(H [X]) requires more care. As well as
simply measuring all observables in a measurement context,
we could measure each observable in turn, and choose which
observable to measure next depending on the results obtained
so far, until we had an outcome for each observable in one of
the maximal sets of jointly measurable observables. For such
a measurement, the full list of alternative global outcomes is
not just a list of all possible combinations of local outcomes
for one fixed measurement context. We will define these
“measurement protocols” recursively.

Measuring an observable A limits our options on what we
can measure next. Given the first measured observable m, the
remaining possibilities can be represented as an “induced”
marginal scenario (X{m},M{m},O), for which

X{m} := {m′ : m �= m′,∃C ∈ M s.t. {m,m′} ⊆ C}, (A2)

M{m} := {C\{m} : C ∈ M and m ∈ C}. (A3)

A measurement protocol T (X) on the marginal scenario X

can now be defined in the following way: T = ∅ if X = ∅ and
otherwise T = (m,f ) where m ∈ X is an observable and f :
O → T (X{m}) is a function from outcomes to measurement
protocols on X{m}. In words, we first choose an observable m

to measure, and then decide between all protocols for choosing
subsequent observables to measure based on the outcome.
We continue making these choices until we can no longer
find a jointly measurable observable to add to the set that
we have already measured. The set of all possible outcomes
for a protocol T = (m,f ) can be defined in a similar way
by including the outcome of the observable in the recursive
structure:

Out(T ) := {(m,am,α′) : am ∈ O,α′ ∈ Out(f (am))}. (A4)

Using these recursion relations, each outcome α ∈ Out(T )
uniquely specifies an event v ∈ V (H [X]). That is, vα =
(Cα,{am}m∈Cα

) where, if α = (m,a,α′) as in the above equa-
tion, then Cα = {m} ∪ Cα′ on X, and {am}m∈Cα

is the set of
outcomes associated with α in the obvious way. Finally, the
measurement sets are

E(H [X]) := {eT : T ∈ MP(X)}, (A5)

where MP(X) is the set of all measurement protocols on X and

eT := {(Cα,{am}m∈Cα
) : α ∈ Out(T )}. (A6)

In [19] the relationship between the most general consistent
probability structures in the two formalisms (“empirical
models” on marginal scenarios and “probabilistic models”
for the hypergraph approach) is established, and it is noted
that there is a similar relationship between the definitions of
classical noncontextual models and quantum models in the
two cases as well. Here it is necessary to make the former
connection explicit: Noncontextuality for marginal scenarios
is used to define macroscopic noncontextuality in the main text,
while otherwise the hypergraph approach has been employed,
and so this begs the question of the connection between the
two.

Let us consider the possible deterministic probabilistic
models on a scenario H [X]. If the only measurements
included in our considerations were the ones corresponding
to maximal measurement contexts C ∈ M, then, because
these measurements correspond to disjoint sets of outcomes,
for any choice of an outcome for every C there would be
a deterministic probabilistic model that assigned probability
1 to those outcomes only. However, this would allow the
implied outcome for a particular observable to depend on the
overall context C in which it was measured. The definition of
E(H [X]) given above, including all measurement protocols,
prevents this, as we explain in the following.

Consider a pair of outcomes for pair measurement contexts
which imply different outcomes for some particular observable
m∗ ∈ X. Formally, this pair is some u = (C,{am}m∈C), v =
(C ′,{a′

m}m∈C ′) ∈ V (H [X]) such that there exists an observable
m∗ ∈ X with m∗ ∈ C and m∗ ∈ C ′ but with am∗ �= a′

m∗ . Any
such pair is contained in some measurement e ∈ E(H [X])
[as can be seen by making m∗ the first measurement in some
measurement protocol T = (m∗,f ) and choosing the function
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f appropriately so that u,v ∈ Out(T )]. Considering this, in
a deterministic probabilistic model on H [X], no such pair
can both be assigned probability 1, or in other words, the
probability of obtaining a particular value for an observable
cannot depend on context C. It is not difficult to see that there
are no other constraints on deterministic probabilistic models
on H [X]. Any such model is thus completely specified by
assigning an output to every observable, {am}m∈X.

In the light of this, consider the definition of a classical
model given in Sec. II. For marginal scenarios, for an event
u = (C,{âm}m∈C), the definition of classical models (3) now
takes the form,

Pex
C ({âm}m∈C) := P ((C,{âm}m∈C))

=
∑
C∈M

PNC({am}m∈M)q{am}m∈M ({âm}m∈C),

(A7)

where am ∈ Am, PNC({am}m∈M) is a probability distribution
over {am}m∈M, and

q{am}m∈M ({âm}m∈C) =
∏
m∈j

δâm am
, (A8)

that is, q{am}m∈M ({âm}m∈C) is 1 if âm = am for all m ∈ C and 0
otherwise. To compare to Eq. (3), here {am}m∈M corresponds
to λ, PNC is the “weight,” and q is the deterministic model.
Equation (A7) can then be easily rewritten as (4), given in
the main text. This establishes the connection between the
two ways of expressing classicality or noncontextuality, for
scenarios in the hypergraph approach and marginal scenarios.

APPENDIX B: BELL SCENARIOS, THEIR
hypergraph-approach VERSION, AND THEIR

MACROSCOPIC EXPERIMENTS

Mathematically, the MNC condition is a fairly straightfor-
ward generalization of the macroscopic locality condition for
nonlocality to general contextuality scenarios. But physically
the gedanken experiment used to motivate it concerned a single
system passing through a “beam splitter,” and this is different
from the motivation given in [16]. On examination this opens
a number of issues of physical motivation, many of which
will be relevant for other applications of physical principles to
contextuality scenarios.

One of the main claims above was that, when specialized
to Bell scenarios, the MNC principle constrains probabilistic
models to the almost-quantum set. Below, the way in which
Bell scenarios are represented in the hypergraph approach is
briefly reviewed, and we present a way to interpret the macro-
scopic version of a Bell scenario in the hypergraph approach.

1. Bell scenarios

A typical Bell-type experiment consists of n separated
parties which have access each to a physical system. The
“local” measurements carried out by these parties are arranged
so that they define spacelike separated events. In each run
of the experiment, each party can subject their local system
to their choice of one of m local measurements, each with
d possible outcomes. The measurement choices are usually

denoted by xk and the measurement outcomes by ak , where k

labels the parties. Such a Bell scenario is thus characterized by
the numbers (n,m,d). If the parties take note of the outcomes
in each run of the experiment and gather statistics, they
will eventually obtain a conditional probability distribution
P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) (also referred to as correlations). Usually
only probability distributions that obey the well-known “no-
signaling” principle are of interest, meaning that marginalizing
over a local outcome ai will give a probability distribution that
is independent of the local measurement setting xi . As well
as the “simultaneous” measurements defined by a choice of
measurement for each party, “correlated measurements” can
be defined, which are important for the representation of Bell
scenarios in the ALFS formalism.

A correlated measurement in a Bell scenario is defined
as follows. One party performs a local measurement xi1

and obtains an outcome ai1 which is communicated to the
remaining parties. The second party in the protocol chooses a
measurement xi2 , which may depend on ai1 . An outcome ai2

is obtained and communicated to the remaining parties. The
protocol proceeds similarly for all parties, so that each party’s
measurement may depend on the previous parties’ outcomes.
The order in which the parties measure may also be defined
dynamically throughout the protocol (see [19], Definition
3.3.4). This kind of protocol is often referred to as an example
of a “wiring protocol” between parties. These measurements
are included in the hypergraph approach definition of Bell
scenarios, which are denoted Bn,m,d . See Fig. 3 for the example
of B2,2,2, also known as the CHSH scenario.5

As commented in [19], the motivation for including
the correlated measurements is mainly mathematical. The
simple hypergraph-based framework allows the application
of powerful graph-theoretic methods, and so it is useful
to be able to treat Bell scenarios as a special case. Most
commonly in discussions of Bell scenarios, it is directly
imposed that a local measurement outcome at the A wing
given a setting in the B wing should be identified with
the same local outcome at A given a different setting at
B (and similarly with A and B reversed). This, without
further restrictions, implies no signaling, and is essentially
what is done in [16], for instance. But this is not directly
representable in the hypergraph approach, which deals directly
with global outcomes and only allows these to be identified
with each other. To impose the no-signaling principle directly
on these scenarios would require either an ad hoc restriction
or a more complicated general formalism (e.g., allowing the
identification of sets of global outcomes as well as individual
outcomes). Adding correlated measurements circumvents this
problem because, when they are present, only probabilistic
models that satisfy the no-signaling principle are consistent.

5In the hypergraph approach, Bell scenarios are a special case of
the marginal scenarios discussed in the previous appendix. There are
n “local” sets of observables each containing m observables, with d

outcomes each, such that the maximal jointly measurable sets are all
sets composed of one observable from each of the local sets [19]. In
this case, the set of all measurement protocols defined in the previous
appendix is the same as the set of all simultaneous and correlated
measurements discussed here [19].
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Construction of the CHSH scenario B2,2,2.
This figure is originally Fig. 7 in [19].

Similarly, their inclusion ensures that the definition of quantum
models for general contextuality scenarios specializes to the
usual definition of quantum correlations for Bell scenarios,
which is as follows.

Definition 8. Quantum Correlations
Let (n,m,d) be a Bell scenario. A conditional probability

distribution P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) is quantum if there exists
a Hilbert space H, a state ρ ∈ B+,1(H), and m projective
measurements {P k

ak |xk
}ak=1...d for each party k such that

(1)
∑d

ak=1 P k
ak |xk

= 1H for all xk = 1 . . . m,

(2) [P k
ak |xk

,P k′
ak′ |xk′ ] = 0 for all k �= k′,

(3) P (a1 . . . an|x1 . . . xn) = tr(P 1
a1|x1

. . . P n
an|xn

ρ).
Similarly noncontextuality, when applied to Bell scenarios,

is equivalent to locality.
Thus, correlated measurements play a useful role math-

ematically. Physically, however, if the scenario is meant to
represent a choice of measurement for n spacelike-separated
parties, the protocol for correlated measurements cannot
actually be carried out, and so we seem to have a contradiction
between the most important application of Bell scenarios and
the inclusion of correlated measurements. It is interesting
to consider how this affects the motivation of principles
applied to Bell scenarios in general. Below, we only consider
motivations for applying the MNC principle to the results of
Bell experiments.

2. Bell scenarios and the MNC principle

As mentioned in the main text, applying the MNC condition
to bipartite Bell scenarios results in a condition that is stronger
than the original macroscopic locality condition [16], which
applies exclusively to this type of scenario. However, the
motivations for imposing the two conditions in this case differ
substantially.

In Sec. III we gave a physical picture to motivate the MNC
condition, of a single system passing through a measurement
device after which it ends up hitting one of many detectors;
the macroscopic version of the experiment simply consisted
of many systems passing through a similar apparatus. For
physical experiments of this form, the motivation for applying
the MNC condition has the most clarity. Some such gedanken
experiments do indeed correspond to the Bn,m,d scenarios
discussed above, and in this sense these motivating comments
are valid for these scenarios. However, this easy answer has
little to do with the special status of Bell scenarios; because it
takes place at one location in space time, such an experiment
cannot (directly, at least) invoke any motivations stemming
from locality or relativity. It is the standard Bell experiment,
involving spacelike separated parties, that is, the physical
experiment of interest which, to a large extent, motivates the
study of these scenarios in the first place.

In the original argument for ML, the gedanken experiment
discussed corresponds to this standard case: One run of the
experiment involves a pair of particles, each passing through
a measurement device at distant locations. This is important
because the separation of the two measurement devices is
what motivates the application of the no-signaling and locality
conditions used in the argument. The main strength of this kind
of motivation, in contrast to that for the MNC condition, is that
it does not depend on any assumptions about the experimental
protocols under consideration apart from the separation of the
parties (“device independence”).

It is difficult to directly extend this sort of motivation
to the MNC condition applied to Bell scenarios. To begin
with, MNC concerns “intensities” corresponding to the global
measurement outcomes, but in the ML gedanken experiment
only the counts of local outcomes are available, not counts of
how many pairs of particles hit a particular pair of detectors.
Secondly, it is not immediately clear how to motivate the
inclusion of correlated measurements. Thus it is not clear if
MNC implies any constraints on experimental results for the
spacelike-separated version of the Bell experiment.6

Given a single-system experiment, on the other hand, these
problems are avoided. To apply MNC to the “true” Bell

6One might wonder if the global intensities and the inclusion of
correlated measurements could be discarded without affecting the
strength of the MNC condition. But these actually constitute the
difference between the ML and MNC conditions, and these must
therefore account for the increased strength of the MNC condition
over the ML condition. For example, from the constraint in Eq. (8)
in the main text, when we have two outcomes that are alternatives in
one measurement, the corresponding entry in the covariance matrix
is determined. Thus, the more measurements are given, the more
constraints there are on this matrix, and so considering the correlated
measurements changes the constraints.
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experiment, therefore, we need to relate this experiment to
a single-system experiment. To examine this issue, let us
consider the relatively familiar case of quantum theory.

Let us first consider the usual Bell experiment, which will
be called “experiment 1,” with two separated parties. The
experimental results are a conditional probability distribution,
and the mathematical model of experiment 1 is as in Definition
8 given in the previous section, i.e., a Hilbert space, state,
and projectors with certain properties. In quantum mechanics,
it is always (in principle) possible to set up a single-system
experiment that can be described by the same quantum model,
and thus has corresponding experimental results. Call this “ex-
periment 2.” Furthermore, in experiment 2 it is (in principle)
possible to add measurements corresponding to all the corre-
lated measurements for the appropriate Bell scenario, making
experiment 2 a realization of a quantum model on a Bell
scenario in the hypergraph approach. Thus, in quantum theory
at least, there is a strong relation between any given “true” Bell
experiment and some single-system experiment which can be
described by a Bell scenario in the hypergraph approach.

To apply MNC to the separated Bell experiment in general,
we need this property to remain true in whatever theoretical
framework is being applied. That is, for any possible experi-
mental results for a given Bell experiment, there should exist
(in principle) a single-system experiment that can be described
by the corresponding Bell scenario in the hypergraph approach,
and which gives the corresponding experimental results. If this
was true, then any constraint implied by a principle for the
single-system experiment would also apply to the separated
Bell scenario. In this case MNC would indeed apply to the
separated Bell experiment and the almost-quantum bound
would be respected.

This is a rather abstract assumption on the relation of theory
to experiment. It does provide at least one way to apply MNC
to experiments with separated parties, even if the motivation
is not as simple as merely invoking relativistic causality.
Furthermore it might be argued that, whenever nonlocality
is considered as a subcategory of contextuality for all intents
and purposes, some assumptions of this nature are always
implicitly made.
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